
Business Etiquette, Corporate Grooming, Personality Development 

Program Snapshot

We live in a highly visual world where appearances matter and powerful first impressions 
are made within 30 seconds of meeting someone. Projecting a positive, professional image 
as a representative of the organisation is vital for company and individual’s personal 
success. Before selling a product or services, one has to first sell oneself to give the 
impression of being genuine, professional & appealing. Hence, it is important that a 
corporate professional should not just look presentable, but should also be able to 
communicate and behave in a professional manner. 

Greater awareness of Grooming and Etiquette will help the executives increase their poise 
and confidence. This will not only significantly heighten the impact that they have in any 
professional or social situations, but also develop their personality through practice at 
work place. In our one day program, the participants will learn to 

 Walk the Talk – Importance of projecting  the Company’s Brand through themselves
 Close the gap between their personal self and their Company’s Brand
 Use suitable attire to project self & company by understanding the fundamental

do’s & don’ts of business dressing for diverse occasions - 21st century dress code
 Appreciate business etiquette and protocols of shaking hands, addressing titles,

introducing self and others, addressing and greetings people in different hierarchy,
offering business cards and seating self & guests, walking with or leading
clients/seniors etc.

 Follow office etiquette by practicing cubicle etiquette, developing positive
relationships with co-workers, handling personal issues at workplace, answering
phones, discussing in groups, conducting self in meetings, managing emotions etc.

 Have cultural orientation & display respect to people, be courteous during travel,
follow rules of etiquette at hotels, guest houses, etc.

 How to communicate with others, how to articulate well, verbal and non-verbal
communication and their impression/impact

 How to influence others and create a positive image

For Levels 
Working Professionals with some years of experience / New Joiners / Employees in new 
organisations / Fresh graduates seeking jobs 

Duration 
1 day 

Reach us at 

+91 8527 940 919
connect@intotolearn.in
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